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Books & Articles about Big History


Duncan; Todd; Craig Tyler. 2009. *Your Cosmic Context: An Introduction to Modern Cosmology*. San Francisco: Pearson Addison Wesley.


—2005. Exploring the Horizons of Big History (Guest editor, special issue, Social Evolution & History 4 (1).


Spier, Fred. 1996. The Structure of Big History: From the Big Bang until Today, Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press.


—2010. “Courses of Big History in the Universities of the World.” Историческая психология и социология истории (Historical Psychology & Sociology) 3 (2).


Works that Anticipated Big History.


Works on Aspects of Big History

Cosmology & Planetary Studies


*Physical Sciences*


Earth & Atmospheric Sciences


*Life Sciences*


Lane, Nick. 2009 (13 June). “Why Sex is Worth Losing your Head for.” *New Scientist* #2712: 40–43.


Ecology


*Human Social Sciences*


*Economics, Technology & Energy*


**Historiography**


**Philosophy**


**Popular Journalism**


**Creative Writing**

Asimov, Isaac. Foundation Series.


Children’s Books


Internet, Radio & Film Resources on Big History

The Arrow of Time: A Linear Rendering of Forward Time.
(http://www.cfa.harvard.edu/~ejchaisson/cosmic_evolution/docs/fr_1/fr_1_intro_movies.html).
Eric Chaisson and Dana Berry, Harvard College Observatory, Harvard University, 2007.

Big History

Big History, University of Amsterdam
(http://www.communities.uva.nl/bighistory).
Fred Spier, site manager.

Big History, Twitter Site
(http://twitter.com/bighistory).
Fred Spier, site manager, University of Amsterdam.

Big History, University of Southern Maine
(http://usm.maine.edu/lac/global/bighistory/). Resource site of syllabi, web-links, essays, etc.
Barry Rodrigue, site manager, University of Southern Maine.

Big History Club, Facebook
(www.facebook.com/pages/Big-History/99185533648?sid=40f694f1b5d227bf7337df0b885fd88c&ref). This is an international club for Big History students, run by the students themselves.
John Kimball (University of Southern Maine), site manager.

Big History Group Library, Zotero
(www.zotero.org/groups/big_history/items).
Rich Blundell, site manager.

Bill Gates about ‘Big History’ course
Bill Gates (Microsoft Corporation) and Charlie Rose (Public Broadcasting Service).

Chronozoom
(http://share.seadragon.com/demos/ChronoZoom/firstgeneration.html).

Cosmic Evolution: From Big Bang to Humankind (version 5.0)
Cosmos
Public Broadcasting Service, 1980. This is a 13-part television series.
Carl Sagan, Ann Druyan and Steven Soter.

The Great Story: An Epic of Evolution
(http://thegreatstory.org/).
Connie Barlow, website manager.

The Institute of Global Dynamic Systems
Graeme Snooks, Institute of Advanced Studies, Australian National University.

An Introduction to ‘Big History’ with David Christian and William H. McNeill
David Christian (Macquarie University) and William McNeill (University of Chicago).

Science & Canon for Human Culture
(www90.homepage.villanova.edu/lowell.gustafson/ottawa/). Click inside the opening slide and the use your keyboard arrows to move through the show.
Lowell Gustafson (Villanova University).

World History for Us All
(http://worldhistoryforusall.sdsu.edu/). This is a web-based, pre-collegiate model curriculum incorporating Big History into World History.
Ross Dunn, project director, San Diego State University.

Zooming In & Out of History
(http://public.csusm.edu/west038/index.html).
John West, History Department, California State University San Marcos.
